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Condition action linkage form (calf) is embeded into 
Pascal. A calf is a kind of production-rule, and its 
means is "if CONDITION then ACTION". Some calfs form an 
unit. Three types of unit are introduced according to 
the evaluation of the conditions. 
SEQ 
ONE 
PARA 
sequentially each condition is evaluated, 
the first true condition is selected, 
each condition is evaluated in parallel. 
If an unit has exit-condition, it means a repetition 
of repeat-until type. With calf, we can not only write 
a program in declarative fashion, but also designate 
parallel actions in a program. 
1 Introduction 
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According to the change of the programming environment, the 
manner of programming is changing gradually. As a trend, we can 
find the movement from the sequential programming in a procedural 
language (e.g. Pascal) to the declarative programming in a 
production language (e.g. Prolog). The former is more efficient 
in computation, and the latter is more understandable (in the 
case that the number of rules is not so many). But it seems that 
the both types of programming are suitable to some different 
field of the problems. So, to aim at the combination of two types 
of programming, we extend a procedural language (Pascal) for 
constructing a program in a fashion of production-rules. 
The form of a production is as follows, 
if < condi tion > then < action> 
*Dept. of Information Science. 
(1) 
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and some parts of a program are constructed with a set of 
productions. This means that, when any specified condition is 
satisfied, the corresponding action is executed. In this case, an 
algorithm is considered as a set of "the operation on the objective 
data" (ACTION), and "the timing of activation" (CONDITION) of the 
appropriate operations. (Fig.l) 
a set of objective data 
-DATA 
test update 
Iconditions of activationl activate Ja set of operations 
I CONDITION I 1 ACTION 
Fig.l The world of an algorithm. 
We introduce a kind of the production form in Pascal, and call 
it the condition-action-linkage-form (calf). By means of the calf, 
we are able to construct programs as follows: 
i) Without worry about sequential order of the statements not so 
tight, write statements fragmentally as we think. 
ii) Design a program and test the logical flow quickly, and polish 
up the program afterward. 
iii) Refine and extend a program stepwisely. 
iv) Designate the possibility of parallel executions expricitly. 
As the previous researches related to the calf, we know the 
guarded command[l] by E.W.Dijkstra, and Occam language[2]. But, it 
seems the former does not consider the parallel execution, and the 
latter points up the importance to the synchronization of processes. 
And, as a counterpart of the calf, some Prolog system allows to 
call Fortran subprograms describing procedural actions. 
2 Construction of a Program 
The calf (condition action linkage form) is embeded into Pascal. 
We call the extended Pascal as CALFI. A CALFI program is transform-
ed into the standard Pascal program by the CALFI preprocessor. 
1) calf: the pair of condition and action (calf) is represented in 
CALFI as follows, to distinguish from Pascal's if-statement. 
? < condi tion > < action> (2) 
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If condition is empty, it is interpreted as "true". The action 
part is delimited by the next condition(?) or the end symbol of an 
unit. 
2) unit: an unit is made up from some calfs. Three types of unit 
are defined according to the manner of the evaluation of conditions. 
2-1) evaluate conditions sequentially one after another. 
seq <. list of calfs> endseq; (3) 
All conditions of the list of calfs are evaluated one after 
another in the order of the occurrences in the unit. If any condi-
tion is "true", then the corresponding action is executed. The seq-
unit is transformed into Pascal as follows. 
Program-l 
seq begin 
? Cl Al if Cl then Al 
? C2 A2 if C2 then A2 
endseq; end; 
2-2) select one action. 
one (list of calfs> endone; (4) 
Each condition of the list of calfs is evaluated one after 
another in the order of the occurrences in the unit until any true 
condition is found. Only the action corresponding to the first true 
condition is executed. The one-unit is transformed into Pascal as 
follows. 
Program-2 
one begin 
? Cl Al if Cl then Al 
? C2 A2 else if C2 then A2 
endone; end; 
2-3) evaluate all conditions together. 
para <. list of calfs> endpara; (5) 
All conditions of the list of calfs are evaluated simultaneously 
and any actions corresponding to true conditions are executed in 
parallel. Physically we are not able to represent para-unit in 
Pascal strictly, and we simulate it logically as follows. 
Program-3 
para 
? Cl 
? C2 
Al 
A2 
var parafi :array[l .. 2] 
of boolean; 
begin 
parafi[l]:=Cl; 
parafi[2]:=C2; 
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endpara; 
if parafi[l] then A1 
if parafi[2] then A2 
end; 
If a condition is located at the head of an unit, it is an 
entering condition into the unit. If a condition is located at the 
exit of an unit (endseq, endone, endpara), it is a getting away 
condition from the unit. It means the repetition of repeat-until 
type of Pascal. 
Program-4· 
seq begin 
? C 1: seq if Cl then repeat 
? Cll 
? C12 
? CE 
All 
A12 
endseq; 
if Cll then All; 
if C12 then A12; 
until CE; 
? C2 : A2 if C2 then A2; 
endseq; end; 
Where, if neither condition in the unit (CII,CI2), nor the exit 
condition (CE) has "true" value, noneffective loop is repeated for-
ever. 
3) def: any condition in calfs can be defined as a macro. If the 
name is refered in a calf, the name is replaced with the defined 
string. 
Example-l 
With a definition 
def Edge={i=l )or{i=n)or{j=l )or{j=n); 
and a calf 
? Edge : Moveinner ; 
we get the following if-statement. 
if (i=l)or(i=n)or(j=l)or(j=n) then Moveinner 
4) cond: a complicated condition is able to be defined as a function 
(cond), and to be refered in any calf. A cond is transformed into a 
boolean-type function of Pascal. 
S) act: any action or a part of an action is able to be defined as 
a procedure (act), and to be refered in any calf. An act is trans-
formed into a procedure of Pascal. 
We restrict that the definitions of the conds and the acts are 
not nested, that is, they are defined at the same level of the 
mainact. 
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6) mainact: the start point of a program and the main control flow 
of the program execution are defined as a mainact. The mainact is' 
transformed into the statement part of the main block of the 
corresponding Pascal program. 
By means of the calf, we are alleviated from the burden of 
writing a program in a correct sequential form. Moreover, on 
conversational programming, it is desirable that the ordering rule 
is more loose. 
"Sequential-rule" is to write the statements in the order of 
execution in a procedure. In an unit, if one condition is specified 
so as not to depend on the evaluation of other conditions, we can 
write calfs in any order. Such a set of calfs are able to be 
constructed in a para-unit and to be executed in parallel. And, 
then, some conditions can be true at the same time. 
"Ordering-rule" is the requirement of the compiler for the 
definition and reference of the names in a program. Especially, in 
Pascal, the order of the occurrences of a name should be obeyed 
strictly to the order of the definition, the declaration, and the 
reference of the name. But this restriction is undesirable in the 
conversational programming environment. The preprocessor of CALFI 
also allows to write a program in the following style, although it 
has no relationship with the production type representation. 
the use of a name is free from the order of the definition, the 
declaration, and the reference. 
- the same type of definition (e.g. const) or declaration (e.g. 
var) can be scattered anywhere in a program. 
- the declarations of conds and acts, if each of them is completed 
by itself, is free from the order of the declaration and the 
reference. 
- the mainact can be placed in anywhere of a program. But, usually, 
in considering the stepwise construction of a program, the mainact 
will be written at the head of a program. 
3 CALFI Preprocessor 
The CALFl programs are constructed and edited by means of some 
existing editor. The CALFI preprocessor accepts an edited CALFl 
program, analyzes it syntactically, makes up the intermediate 
records, and generates the corresponding Pascal program. At the 
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programmer 
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program 
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Fig.2 The control flow of CALFl preprocessor. 
request of the programmer, CALFI preprocessor prints in the pretty 
form of the CALFI program obeying the ordering-rule of Pascal. 
The control flow of the CALFI preprocessor is shown in Fig.2. 
The Intermediate results are formed with the following tables 
and a file. 
l:FPTable Table of the relationship of the reference of 
conds (functions) and acts (procedures). 
2:FPNumberTable: Table of the conds and acts ordered in Pascal 
declaration. This is made up in step II. 
3:DEFTabl 
4:NAMETable 
5:UNITTable 
6:TOKENFile 
Table of the correspondence between the def-names 
and defined strings. 
Table of the names in a program, with attributes 
and the state of the definition of them. 
Table of the type of units, and the number of the 
calfs in the unit. 
File of the CALFI source program, classified in 
the comments, statements, and undefined names. 
A CALF1 source program is transformed into the Pascal program 
in the following four steps. 
I (Text Separation and Analysis) 
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The preprocessor reads CALF1 source program one line and after, 
records the necessary informations in tables, classifies each line 
of source text, and constructs TOKENFi1e. Displays the undefined 
names, and recommends the programmer to define the type of the name. 
At the request of the programmer, outputs the processing status, 
resulted contents of the tables and TOKENFi1e. 
II (Ordering of cond and act) 
In CALF1 source program, as described in previous, conds and acts 
are able to be declared in the order as one pleases, lined up at the 
same level of the mainact. The CALF1 preprocessor makes the order of 
them according to the declaration rules of Pascal, from the 
reference relationship of them (the contents of FPTable), and 
constructs FPNumberTable. If it finds a recursive relationship among 
any conds and acts, chooses one of them to declare forward. 
III {Pretty Printing) 
After reordering the CALFI source text in the sequence of def, 
const, type, var, ordered conds and acts, and mainact, the pre-
processor prints the pretty CALFI source program, formatted on the 
indentation for each level of units and for comments. 
IV(Transformation into Pascal program) 
From the text of TOKENFi1e, the preprocessor generates the cor-
responding Pascal program, according to the contents of each table, 
as follows. 
- transforms an act into a procedure, a cond into a function of 
boolean type, and the mainact into the statement part of the main 
block, 
- generates a begin-end or repeat-until construction from an unit, 
- transforms a set of calfs into a sequence of if-statements 
according to the type of the unit, 
- replaces the def-name with the corresponding string. 
The preprocessor is implemented mainly in Pascal, and partly in 
Fortran to manipulate the TOKENFi1e. The size of the preprocessor 
is about 1900 lines. 
Example-2 
The main flow of the control of the preprocessor is described 
in CALFl as follows. 
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Program-5 
(* scalfl : mainflow of preprocessor *) 
mainact PREPRO(INPUT,OUTPUT,SOURCE,PASKEY,FPRET,FPASC); 
seq 
(I) INITIALSET; 
one 
ONELINEREAD; 
? NOTENDOFFILE 
(* initial value of variables *) 
(* from SOURCE into INBUF *) 
SEPARATETEXT; 
(* into comment and pascal text *) 
? ENDOFFILE 
endone; (* end of read and separation *) 
CLOSETOKENFILE; (* close tables and TOKEN file *) 
? CHECKMODE : OUTTABLEANDTEXT; 
(* output tables and TOKEN fil e *) 
? true UNDEFNAMEOUT; (* list of undefined names *) 
(I I) SEQUENCEACTS; (* in called-calling order *) 
(III)? PRETTYMODE: CALFPRETTY; (* pretty form of CALF program *) 
(I V) ? true TOPASCAL; (* transform into Pascal program*) 
endseq; 
def NOTENDOFFILE= not eof(SOURCE); 
ENDOFFILE eof(SOURCE); 
CHECKMODE (PRINTMODE='P'); 
PRETTYMODE (PRINTMODE='Y ' ); 
4 Parallel Action 
We can construct some para-unit from the parts of an algorithm 
which are possible to be executed in parallel. This case is 
classified as MISD (multiple instruction-stream and single data-
stream) type of the parallel execution. The description of the 
parallel actions by means of calfs is intended to describe the not-
uniform parallel actions, such as a robot movement, in an algolithm, 
rather than uniform ones, such as array processing or pipeline 
execution. In spite of getting not so much merit in efficiency from 
the inhomogeneous parallelism, we intend to use CALFl as a tool of 
finding out new algorithms in the different environment of 
computing system. 
Example-3 
The quicksort program of an integer array AR[l •. N] is described 
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in CALF1 as in the next page. As shown in Program-6, parts of the 
procedure QSORT and PARTITION are constructed as para-units. 
Example-4 
The Program-7 is a CALF1 program to compute N prime numbers by 
two processes which run in parallel. In general K-processes can be 
specified. For K=l, 2, 3, the cycle counts of the para-unit are 
collected in the following table. 
"" 
N-prirnes 10 50 100 200 300 500 
K-processes "" 
1 31 420 1179 3124 5561 11321 
2 18 211 593 1568 2788 5664 
3 13 144 398 1050 1862 3782 
More than two actions which are activated in parallel can 
synchronize with or communicate to each others by checking up the 
value of some shared variable. 
Program-8 
para (* synchronization and communication *) 
FLAG:=O; 
? C1 A 1 
? C2 : A2 (* activate A1 and A2 in parallel *) 
endpara; 
act A1; (* sender *) 
seq 
MESSAGE:='text ' ; 
FLAG :=1; 
endseq; 
act A2; (* receiver *) 
seq 
seq ?FLAG=O:(* wait *) 
?FLAG=l: endseq; 
(* take text and process *) 
endseq; 
We should note that the Program-8 can not be simulated sequen-
tially in general. 
To realize the mutual exclusion among actions, it is wished to 
have system procedures such as LOCK(key) and UNLOCK (key) . Without 
them, for example, we will write actions with a shared variables 
pi (priority indicator) and request flags FA, FB. 
In this case, two actions A, B can be simulated sequentially 
as concurrent processes. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Program-6 : Quick sort program in CALFl 
(* SCALF15 : QUICK SORT *) 
mainact QUICKSORT(INPUT,OUTPUT,SETAF); 
seq 
TAKEA; (* 
writeln(' level 
QSORT(l,l,N); (* 
OUTA; (* 
endseq; 
fetch data *) 
L M MID X I 
1evel,lower,upper *) 
sorted results *) 
(Example-3) 
J ... 1ist of value ... '); 
9 var SETAF:text; (* Nand N-data *) 
10 AR: array [1 .. 100] of integer; 
11 AI,N:integer; 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
act TAKEA; 
seq 
reset(SETAF); 
read(SETAF,N); (* N:number of data *) 
for AI:=1 to N do read(SETAF,AR[AI]); 
write(' initial .. '); 
for AI:=l to N do write(AR[AI]:4); 
write1n; 
endseq; 
act OUTA; 
seq 
write(' final .... '); 
AI: = 1 ; 
one 
? AI <=N 
AI> N 
write(AR[AI]:4); 
AI:=AI+l; 
endone; 
write1n; 
endseq; 
act QSORT(K,L.M:integer); (* 1eve1,lower-index,upper-index *) 
var I,J:integer; (* L-->I, J<--M *) 
seq 
? L(M : PARTITION(L,M,I,J); (* determine I and J *) 
Pia r~ J<M 
L<I 
endpara; 
writeln(' L',K:2,' . ,). 
QSORT(K+1,L,J); (* l~ft part *) 
wr i te 1 n (' R', K: 2,' . ,). 
QSORT(K+1,I,M); (* right part *) 
endseq; 
act PARTITION(L,M:integer; 
var MID,X,W:integer; 
var I,J: integer); 
seq 
I:=l; J:=M; 
MID:=(I+J) div 2; 
X:=AR[MID]; 
seq 
para 
I ? AR[I]<X : 1 :=1+1; (* find AR[I]>=X *) AR[J]>X : J:=J-1; (* find AR[J]<=X *) (AR[I]>=X) and (AR[J]<=X) : endpara; 
I<J : W:=AR[I]; AR[I]:=AR[J]; AR[J]:=W; (* exchange *) 
1:=1+1; J:=J-l; 
I>=J: write(' ',L:4,M:4,MID:4,X:4,1:4,J:4,' : '); 
for AI:=l to L-1 do write(' ---'); 
for AI:=L to M do write(AR[AI]:4); 
write1n; 
I>=J: 
endseq; 
endseq; 
Program-7 : Computing prime numbers in two processes (Examp1e-4) 
1 (* SCALF16 : PRIME NUMBERS *) 
2 mainact PRIME(INPUT,OUTPUT); 
3 seq 
4 read(N); (* number of primes *) 
5 writeln(' prime numbers ... ',N:5,'-ko'); 
6 K:=O; (* counter of primes *) 
7 OUTP(2l; OUTP(3); (* first and second primes *) 
8 CYC:=O; (* counter of para-unit cycle *) 
9 X:=P[k]; (* last prime number, at first X:=3 *) 
10 TEST[l]:=-l; 
11 TEST[2]:=-l; (* state of each process *) 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
para 
CYC:=CYC+1 ; 
(* PROCESS-l ..... *) 
? true : seq 
? TEST[l]=-l 
? TEST[l]= 0 
? TEST[l]= 
endseq; (* PROCESS-2 ..... *) 
? true : seq 
? TEST[2]=-1 
? TE5T[2]= 0 
? TEST[2]= 
endseq; 
42 ? K>=N: 
43 endpara; 
44 write1n; 
(* cycle count *) 
SETV(]); (* take next candidate *) (* check prime or not *) 
J[l]:=J[l]+l; 
Q[l]:=XI[l] div P[J[l]]; 
R[l]:=XI[l] mod P[J[l]]; 
one 
? R[l]=O : TEST[l]:=-l; 
? FINDl : TEST[l]:= 1; 
endone; (* next prime is found *) 
OUT P ( X I [1 ] ) ; 
TEST[l]:=-l; 
SETV(2); 
J[2]:=J[2]+1 ; 
Q[2]:=XI[2] div P[J[2]]; 
R[2]:=XI[2] mod P[J[2]]; 
one 
? R[2]=0 : TEST[2]:=-1; 
? FIND2 TEST[2]:= 1; 
endone; 
OUTP(XI[2]); 
TEST[2]: =-1 ; 
45 write1n(' cycle count is ... ' ,CYC:7); 
46 endseq; 
47 def 
48 
49 var 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
FIND1={R[1]<>0)and{(Q{1]<=P[J[1]])or{J[1]=K»; 
FIND2={R[2]<>0)and{{Q[2]<=P[J[2]])or{J[2]=K»; 
N:integer; (* number of primes *) 
K:integer; (* count of primes *) 
X:integer; (* next prime candidate *) 
P:array [1 .. 500] of integer; (* list of prime number *) 
XI :array[l .. 2] of integer; (* next candidate in each process *) 
J,Q,R,TEST:array [1 .. 2] of integer; 
CYC:integer; (* cycle counter *) 
56 act QUTP(PK:integer): 
57 seq 
(* put prime PK in array P *) 
58 K:=K+l; P[K]:=PK; 
59 write{K:5,': ',PK:6); 
60 ? (K=(K div 10)*10) 
61 endseq; 
(* counter and prime number *) 
writeln; 
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62 act SETV(I:integer); 
63 seq X:=X+2; XI[I]:=X; 
64 endseqi 
(* fetch next candidate and set process state *) 
J[I]:=O; TEST[I]:=O; 
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Program-9 
para (* mutual exclusion *) 
pi :=IAI; (* at first, priority is given to A *) 
FA:=O; 
FB:=O; (* no request *) 
? Cl A; 
? C2 : B; (* activate A and B in parallel *) 
endpara; 
act A; 
FA:=l; (* request *) 
para 
?(FB=l )and(p;= IB I) :FA:=O; 
?(FB=l )and(pi= 'A') :FA:=l; 
?(FB=O) : endpara; 
(* critical region *) 
FA:=O; pi:='B'; 
act B; 
FB:=l; (* request *) 
para 
?(FA=l }and(pi= IA') :FB:=O; 
?(FA=l )and(pi= 'B') :FB:=l; 
?(FA=O) : endpara; 
(* critical region *) 
FB:=O; pi:='AI; 
5 Conclusion and Problems in future 
The CALFI is an extended language of Pascal to write a program 
in condition-action linkage form (calf). With CALFl, we can 
construct a program in a style of the production rules, and 
designate parallel actions in a program, especially not-uniform 
parallel actions such as the control of a robot movement. But the 
CALFl has no function of the backtracking such as Prolog has. 
The CALFI preprocessor is running on MELCOM-COSMO 700II of our 
Department. The preprocessor should be polished up by describing 
various algorithms in CALFl, especially the CALFl-preprocessor 
itself in CALFI. 
In future, we have following problems related to CALFI. 
to make clean the effectiveness of the programming in a style of 
the production rules by finding out new algorithms in CALFI. 
- to discuss formally the process of computation in the form of 
calf, and to study the validity and completeness of CALFI 
programs. 
- to introduce the production rule as a data type in Pascal, in 
addition to the denotation of the procedure. 
- to design the computer architecture to implement the para-unit 
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precisely. 
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